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Abstract
Nine GATE waterspouts have been recorded on five experimental days.
From a case study on day 261, we hypothesized (in the Appendix reprint)
that necessary ingredients are a rotating cumulus updraft superimposed
on much smaller-scale whirl (20-100 m across) in the lower boundary
layer. In the day 261 case, we used a three-dimensional cumulus model
to investigate cumulus-scale rotation, which is related to wind shear in
the lower cloud layer. We postulated that a mechanism to initiate the
ii
small low-level whirls could be cold cumulus outflows which would tilt
the horizontal vorticity in the lowest 10 m or so into the vertical;
subsequent stretching mechanisms were proposed which appeared to produce
realistic whirl velocities in 3-5 min.
This report adds another case study on day 186, where two
waterspouts were observed associated with a persistent cumulus line
whose tops did not exceed 3-4 km. Pictorial evidence was found clearly
associating whirl initiation with cumulus outflows. The two waterspouts
and the cumulus line were collocated with a substantial, persistent
gradient in the sea surface temperatures, which was oriented nearly
parallel to the cloud layer wind shear. Primary data were from two
superposed aircraft, namely the U.S. Electra (elevation 30-160 m) and
the U.K. C130 at cumulus base (about 300 m), which executed three
butterfly patterns across the cumulus line, detecting the ocean front
radiometrically.
Directly above the ocean front, a strong concentrated sea-breeze
	 {
like convergence zone was suggested from the winds measured by both
aircraft. Estimated convergence magnitude near the waterspouts war
vii	 1
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about 2 x 10`2 s' 1 in 100 m horizontal distance at the Electra
(160 m) level, weakening somewhat toward cloud base. When this
magnitude convergence is used to stretch the outflow- tilted vortex
tubes, analytical integrgt-on of a simplified vort'icity equation
suggests that a spray ring vortex (tangential velocity above
22 m s—l ) could be spun up in 4 min.
This study supports our hypothesis regarding the role of cumulus
outflows in waterspout initiation and strengthens Golden's evidence that
sea surface temperature gradients may be a key factor enabling modest
cumuli to produce waterspouts.
viii
1. Introduction and background
Intensive multi-platform analyses, including photogrammetric cloud
Mapping on GATE day 261 (see, for example, Warner and Austin, 1978;
1	
Warner, Simpson, Martin, Suchman, Mosher, and Reinking, 1979; Warner,
Simpson, Van Helvoirt, Martin, Suchman, and Austin, 1980) .led to testing
a minor modification of Schlesinger's (1978) three-dimensional cumulus
model with that data set. Despite realistically weak updrafts (peaks
about 6 m s- 1 ), the model clouds exhibited rotation unless the
observed vertical wind shear was removed (Simpson, Van Helvoirt, and
McCumber, 1982). Vortex pairs with vorticities roughly half that of
mid-latitude mesocyclones characterized model clouds in the typical GATE
windfield, leading to curiosity regarding waterspouts, together with tl=,e
recollection that one had been sighted on low-level aircraft film during
that day. A preliminary model and observational study of the clouds
associated with that waterspout are contained in the Appendix of this
report.
The waterspout occurred at the upshear end of a congestus line
flanking a typical GATE cumulonimbus (Appendix Fig. 2.3). The
cumulonimbus, together with the impacts of its downdraft and gust front
system on the subcloud layer, had been modelled in an earlier paper
(Simpson and Van Helvoirt, 1980).
The Appendix study concentrates on a model of the
water€,pout-bearing congestus which was growing in an environment
slightly moistened and destabilized by the nearby cumulonimbus. The
model congestus showed realistic rise rates, a maximum updraft of
10 m s- 1 and a cumulus-scale vortex pair with weak vorticities of
1
80 x 10-4 s-1 (Appendix Figs. 4.1 and 4.2). A detailed
examination of the terms in the equation for the local time rate of
change of the vertical component of vorticity showed that the vortex
pair is initiated by tilting the updraft of the horizontal vorticity in
the lower cloud layer wind shear and then intensified by stretching,
similar to severe storm caees studied, for example, by Klemp and Rotunno
(1983). These cumulus-scale vortices are also adverted vertically,
upward at first and later down to cloud base as downdraft dominates the
lower part of the cloud increasingly after 32 min model time (Appendix
Fig. 3.2).
A new, rapidly rising tower was observed by a higher level aircraft
at the time the funnel was seen extending below cloud base. The
cumulonimbus model suggested that the southern portion of its gust front
was rain free. The boundary was barely moving southeastward where it
probably underlay the waterspout bearing congestus. This was deduced
from the model combined with the observed cloud map as follows: the
observed distance between the cumulonimbus tower top (Appendix Fig. 5.1)
and ttie waterspout were exactly the same as the model distance between
r
tower top and gust front edge. Thus, model results and observations
were consistent with the hypothesis that the funnel was collocated with
the gust front convergence zone and density gradient. Golden (1974)
noted in his Florida Keys observations that waterspouts frequently were
located at the strongest gradient of equivalent potential temperature
associated with a cumulus outflow.
In the latter part of the Appendix, it was postulated that the gust
front was crucial in the initiation of the funnel studied. It was
further suggested that the funnel-scale vorticity (on the order of
2
10- 1 s- 1 or greater) is always available below 10 m
elevation. This vorticity is associated with the upward increase of
wind velocity in the surface layer, so that its vector is horizontal.
The purpose of this report is to further develop this simplified
theory of waterspout initiation and to test it against observations of
GATE waterspouts on day 186, where cloud conditions appear strikingly
different from those of day 261.
r
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2. Relevant GATE and Florida waterspout observations
a. GATE waterspouts
t
	 At the time of the Appendix study, only one other GATE waterspout
had been found in the records, namely o yte of those on day 186 which was
spotted by an aircraft pilot and photographed by the aircraft scientist.
Some controversy occurred between participants whether the rarity was
caused by difficulty of observation or by the necessary coincidence of
many cloud and boundary layer processes in critical stages of their life
cycles. While day 261 had lower cloud layer stability and somewhat
stronger cumulus updrafts than the GATE norm (LeMone and Zipser, 1980),
the substantial vertical wind shear associated with the southerly
monsoon (Appendix Fig. 2.1) was a daily feature, as were large
populations e%f cumulus outflows and gust fronts which occurred even from
relatively small clouds (see, for example, Warner et al., 1980).
By early 1983, a search among GATE participants' films and notes
had turned up seven additional waterspouts. Two of the seven were
reported on day 261 by an experienced tornado observer. All nine are
summarized in Table 1.
It is clear from examining the now available GATE waterspout
photographs that, in contrast to the Florida area, the funnels are
difficult to identify even by a relatively experienced observer mainly
because of poor visibility below cloud base. Furthermore, the GATE
funnels were commonly small and short-lived, although three of those in
Table 1 produced spray rings. :According to Golden (1974), a spray ring
indicates tangential wind speeds above 22 m s-1. On day 186, the
characteristic early stage dark spots were first rather easily noted on
the aircraft film and, after more careful examination, a funnel was
4
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Waterspouts recorded in LATE. (up to MAY 1 F 1983)
Julian DAY Date Time Location Observet Remarks
1974 GMT
186 5 July 1200 Hr. Quadra Grossman No cu above 4 km
186 5 July 1200 Nr, Quadra Simpson On aircraft film
252 9 Sept. 0930-1000 SW quedra Polavurapu Spray ring
255 12	 S+ipt. 0930 NW Dallas Toilarud/Dutton Spray ring
255 12 Sept. 1110 Nr. Quadra Polavurapu rhotocd in
distance
255 12 Sept. 1930-1940 NW Gillis Bluestein Funnel cloud,
Moderate towering
cumulus
261 18 Sept. 1346 9.75N;	 21.09W Simpson On aircraft film
261 1B Sept. 1835 W. Gillis Bluestein Funned cloud
261 18 Sept. 1845 N. Gillis Bluestein Two funnels.	 One
became waterspout
with spray ring
TABLE 2
Order of Magnitude of Variables
Associated with CATE Gust Fronts
At ti 10 n Elevation
(One Minute Averages)
Variable Symbol Magnitude Remarks
Vertical Vorticity C +l6 26 1 Peak Value
«2s-1Convergence Conv. 10
Updraft Gradient 3w/ax 2x10-36 l Near Gust Front
Updraft Max
vMax
0.2 m/sec Near Gust Front
Draft Radius Ax 100 a Could be Less
Ambient Windshear
x
10 16-1 Logarithmic Profile
az
Tilting Term av AV 0.2X10-35-2 Conservative
ax ax
5
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detected protruding downward from the cloud. Enough waterspo+its have
been found at this time to feel reasonably certain that more would turn
up if all the film, from both low-level aircraft and the ships, were
painstakingly examined. In particular, Table 1 shows multiple
waterspouts on all days which have so far been intensively studied. At
present, this excludes September 9 on which no air:-, raft flights were
made in the GATE ship array.
b. Variables associated with GATE gust fronts
Extensive observational analyses of GATE gust fronts were carried
out by Garstsang l and colleagues at the University of Virginia. Some
of the material appears in a dissertation by Addis (1983). Particularly
relevant to this study are observations made by the instrumentation on
the ship's boom at 10 m and on the tethered sounders. It was noted that
vertical, velocities on the scale 20-100 m were greatly enhanced just
ahead of gust fronts. Since the tilting term ahead of a gust front and
the convergence and vorticity associated with the density boundary are
of particular interest to the hypothesis in this report, typical values
are shown in Table 2. These values are 1 minute averages (corresponding
to a horizontal distance of about 300 m); shorter-interval values can be
considerably higher.
lMany of the analyses appear in a report to the National
Science Foundation entitled "The Tropical Atmospheric Boundary Layer,
Part II" by M. Garstang, J. Simpson, G. D. Emmitt, E. Augstein,
G. M. Barnes, D. Fitzjarrald, R. Addis, E. Tollerud, and C. Warner.
Department of Environmental Scieiiaes, University of Virginia,
Charlottesville, VA, September, 1980, 105 pp. Additional information on
the short-term variability of parameters at elevations of 10 m near and
across GATE gust fronts has been obtained in personal communications
from R. Addis and G. D. Emmitt.
4
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The z axis points vertically upward; Vo is the prevailing
	
	 j
i!
horizontal wind velocity vector, so that 8V/3z is the ambient low-Level
shear. On day 261, Vo is from the south, the x axis points to the
east, normal, to the density boundary (Appendix Fig. 5.2) directed from
denser to less dense air.
c. Florida waterspout observations
Florida waterspouts have measured circulation velocities of
4-35 m s` 1 with diameters ranging from 7-150 m. Funnel velocities
are 10 m s" 1 or greater (Golden, 1974). uchwiesow (1981) added to
Golden's information using airborne Doppler lidar to obtain the
three-dimensional velocity fields in and near the waterspout funnels.
Results showed rough coincidence between the funnel wall and the outer
llm;;.. 11 the solid 'rotation, characterizing the inner vortex, which will
be used in the theoretial development to follow.
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3. Hypotheses for funnel-seale vortex initiation in the lower
planetary boundary layer (.72,L) and for the connection to overlying
cumuli
a. Physical postulates
It is hypothesized firstly that a gust front boundary may tilt
prevailing horizontal vorticity into the vertical at low levels (on a
horizontal scale of 10-100 m) and that the vorticity is then further 	 .
intensified and concentrated by the convergence associated with the gust
front. lire-existing vertical vorticity In the gust front zone may also
contribute to the rapid spin-up of a funnel-sized whirl or several
whirls (cyclonic or anticyclonic) along a line or arc. These whirls may
make themselves visible under low wind conditions as roundish dark spots
on the water surface.
Secondly, to develop a full waterspout, a cumulus with rotation as
described in the Appendix model study, with a new actively rising tower,
must pass somewhere nearly above the low-level whirl. Emmitt (1978) has
shown that even fait ,?.;, modest GATE cumuli had "roots" or cumulus-scale
updrafts extending continuously down into the upper PBL as detected by
the ship's boom instrumentation at 10 m, as well as by the wire-mounted
sounders. These cloud roots may be envisaged as a population of
"tentacles" reaching down into the interface layer which may "catch" a
low-level vortex from time to time. A similar process is apparently
seen on the film of the Purdue laboratory experiments (Snow, 1982) when
a surface whirl suddenly is connected up into the larger scaic. rotating
ascent created by the warming and the fan.
Actually, in the day 261 case studied, the superposition of the
vortex containing cumulus congestus with its new tower roughly above
8
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several surface whirls may not be entirely coincidental, as the
cumulonimbus outflow may provide the forcing function for the new
cumulus tower as well as the tilting of the lower boundary vorticity.
The cumulus tops in the postulated vicinity of the outflow boundary had
a "boiling" appearance on the aircraft film, which was quite different
from those tops away from the vicinity of the cumulonimbus.
P
:. n
i
i
4
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4. Simplified analytical approach to funnel-scale whirl initiation
The local time rate of change of the whirl's vertical velocity C
will be assumed to be determined by tilting and stretching only, namely
eW
at = conv - ax 8z
	
(1)
where most of the symbols were explained in connection with Tabl e 2.
All other terms in the vorticity equation can be shown to be much
smaller than these two on the space and time scales considered, namely
10-100 m, 1-5 minutes. The vortex will be assumed to be in solid
rotation so that ^ = 2w where w is the angular velocity. Therefore,
Ve = 2 r	 C2)
where V 0 is the tangential velocity and r is the radial distance from
the center. The tangential velocity is maximum at the funnel wall rw,
i
assumed 25 m here (Appendix Fig. 2.4).
The tilting term will be held constant at the value shown in
Table 2. Actually, w might increase during vortex development and may
also be altered, but only early stages are under consideration.
Equation (1) will be solved for three cases, as shown in Table 3.
Physically, in Case 1, the gust front convergence (assumed
constant) aids the tilting provided by the eddies just ahead of it, but
no initial vertical vorticity is assumed. Case 2 is identical except 	 F
ii
,that the gust front is assumed to have the initial vorticity given in 	 it
`	
w
Table 2. In Case 3, early connection between the whirl and the cloud
1	 _
roots has begun, causing spiralling inflow at a 10° angle, consistent 	 Nt
e^
with the photographs of Golden (1974). In this case, a radial velocity,	 j
i'
10
"Tr . V0 tan 0, occurs at the funnel edge, vanishing at its center so
av
that a convergence r  is added to the value in Table 2.
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Vortex Initiation Cases
Tilting	 Conv	 to Inflow Angle 0
Case 1
	 As Table 2
	 As Table 2
	 0 0
Case 2
	 As Table 2
	 As Table 2
	
As Table 2 0
Case 3
	 As Table 2
	 Increasing	 0 10'
from
Table 2
The analytic solution to equation (1) in Cases 1 and 2 is
C(eCt - 1) +o eCt (3)
where L denotes the tilting term and C denotes the convergence term,
both constant by assumption.
_	 The two right-hand curves (x-dashed and solid) in Fig. 1 show the
development of vertical vorticity and maximum tangential velocity (from
equation 2) for these two cases. 	 Reasonable whirls with speeds of 5
and 7.5 m s- 1 , respectively, exist after 5 minutes.
When 10° inflow is superimposed in Case 3, so that convergence
increases with time, the solution becomes
_	 V—q tan 2 	tan-1C (4)+
q
2 tan 0
where q = 4Ltan 0- C2
The triangled (dashed) curve in Fig. 1 shows that the vorticity and
tangential velocity go to infinity by 3 minutes in this situation,
meaning that other forces such as friction become important, or
conditions change substantially, or both. The significance of the
result is the enormously enhanced growth rate of the vortex caused by
the imposition of intensifying convergent inflow, postulated here to be
11
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Fig. 1,. Vorticity and Tangential Velocity Development with Time in Early Stage of Low-level Funnel-scale Whirl.
The calculations for vorticity are made rom equation(1) and for Ve from equation (2). Initial
conditions for 3 curves (x-dashed; solid, with circles; dashed with 
 found in Table 3. Curve
labelled " Day 186 conditions" (dashed, with squares) is discussed in Section Sd.
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a consequence of the rotating ascent above the surface whirl. In this
example, the vortex would create a spray ring at 175 secs.
The cornerstone of the present hypothesis is the role of the
cumulus outflow boundary in initiation of one or more low-level whirls
which are in earliest stapes vertically separate from a rotating cloud
updraft above,, which may or may not be placed there by interaction with
other cumuli.
To test that part of the hypothesis regarding initially unconnected
(in the vertical) whirls on different scales will be difficult
observationally. To find other evidence from GATE data that cumulus
outflows play a role in the small vortex initiation process will next be
attempted.
13
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5. Observational analyses of waterspouts on GATE day 186
a. Overall conditions and distinguishing features
GATE day 186 was selected from the Table 1 cases primarily because
a waterspout and its associated clouds were observed from the
U.S. Electra aircraft. That aircraft was flying repeated butterfly
patterns as the lowest member of a four aircraft vertical stack; this
meant that some spatial and temporal data coverage was likely, in
probable contrast to the cases involving ship sightings which may be
studied later. Other reasons for selection of day 186 were 1) the
cumulus development was suppressed in considerable contrast to day 261
and 2) highly experienced observers were involved in the aircraft
fiights2.
On day 186, a line of small cumulus, some few of which were
showering, persisted in the vicinity of the ship QUADRA through at least
daylight hours. At no time did the tallest towers exceed 4 km. This
figure was estimated by the aircraft scientists at the time and checked
by using the Electra film during this study. Figs. 2 and 3 show that
the line was orierLed from about southwest to northeast (actually 215°
to 035°). The clouds of interest were located about 120 km almost due
north of the QUADRA.
The prevailing wind shear around waterspout time (near 1200 GMT)
was difficult to determine since the ship winds failed and back-up
dropwindsondes were finished several hours earlier. It was estimated
2Dr. Edward Zipser was Airborne Mission Scientist and
Dr. Robert Grossman was the Electra Scientist who noticed and
photographed the waterspout. Both have been enormously helpful in the
analysis.
i
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C3	 /A
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•
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•
QUADRA
50 KM
10.0
Z
r
D
--1
9.0
23.0	 22.0
W. LUNG.
Fig. 3. PPI Radar Echoes from Ship QUADRA for 1157 GMT. The dashed line, constructed by eye, indicates the
.NNE-MS orientation o the echo line. The first of the three butterfly patterns executed by the
Electra aircraft has been superposed to scale. The nther three eircraft executed the same pattern at
higher levels. The two waterspouts, found on the Electra film between 1200-1201 GMT one on each side
of the aircraft track are denoted by X's. Note that the waterapouts were found between and not far
from echoes tl and C.
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from flight-level winds on board the several aircraft, together with
cloud pictures obtained from the Electra, that the shear in the lower
two-thirds of the cloud layer was closely parallel to the cloud line,
from roughly southwest, with a magnitude between 2.5 to
4 m s- 1 km- 1 depending how one treats the reported
flight-level winds from the French AC-7 aircraft. In any case, the
magnitude was comparable to that on day 261, olthough the direction was
almost opposite.
The thermodynamic conditions of the atmosphere are shown in Fig. 4.
The Electra sounding locations are indicated on Fig. 5. Despite the
substantial distance from the QUADRA, the ship and aircraft soundings
made at the same time are quite similar to each other. The much more
suppressed convection on this day relative to day 261 is illustrated by
a drier sounding on day 186, together with a pronounced stable layer
based at 850 mb. Around noon only the tallest clouds attained heights
above the stable layer. As the afternoon progressed, the stable layer
became stronger (Fig. 4b), associated with further suppression of
convection. No tops above 2.4 km were measured by 1530 GMT. By
1500 GMT, very few showers were occurring along the cloud line # while
near the location of the earlier waterspouts small cumuli were still
actively growing although none produced precipitation.
The two waterspouts were recorded on the film nearly simultaneously
x	(1200-1201 GMT). Locations are noted on the schematic cloud map
(Fig. 5). It was difficult to determine the height of the cumulus tops
overlying the waterspouts from the Electra film. The highest tops in
their vicinity appeared to be roughly 4 km from the aircraft's turning
descent five minutes earlier, in agreement with the aircraft scientist's
17
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Fig. 4a. GATE Day 186 Soundings for 12 GMT. The Electra values obtained on descent Into the butterfly pattern
between 1145 and 1200 
AT 
a indicated on Fig. S. Lower arrow denotes observed cloud base, 4 kw
I Mates estimated tops of tallest clouds.
700 MB
po	 800 MB
M
900 MB
1000 MB
100	200	 30°
Fig. 4b. GATE Day 186 Soundin	 for 1600 and 1800 GMT. QUADRA sounding was made at 1800 GMT. Electra sounding
wan made on •scent out
n
 of t e butter ly pattern ( see fig. 3) at 1600-1610 GMT. Note pronounced
@enbilixation and drying relative to earlier sounding @ In Fig. 4s..
Fig. 4.CATS ehermod namic @oundin s of tem erasure •nd dew oint lotted on t hi ran. The dashed line is the
	
CAI a la @tic ascent rom t e observe clou ass.
	 a so	 nn are	 sounding&, X's are
obtained by the U.S. Electra aircraft and the circled dots comprise the sounding used in the Appendix
for the day 261 model cloud which produced a waterspout.
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Fig. 5. Schematic Ma of Si nificant Features. Note waterspout-associated dark spots, QUADRA-observed radar
echoes. Electra aircra t track times are the four digit numbers (from 1159-1203 GMT and from
-1330-1333 GMT), corrected sea surface temperatures (SST's) se obtained from the Electra radiometer
(three digit numbers), one-minute average flight-level winds with speeds indicated in m a -1 (two
digit numbers). Wind barbs are plotted conventionally in knot., with one-half barb for each five
knots. Only two of the tallest cumulus towers seen on the film are plotted, namely T and T' which ware
estimated close to 4 km. Similar appearing towers were located approximately above showers C and D but
could not be measured. both waterspouts were beneath non-showering clouds which extended across the
aircraft track and on to the west-southwest. There were several parallel lines of non-showering cumuli
to the east (warm ocean) side of the shower line and virtually no cumuli, except occasional extremely
suppressed fractocumuli to the left of the dashed line labelled "Went End of Cloud Line." The Electra
soundings were made on descent (1145-1200 GMT) and ascent (1600-1610 GMT) into and out of the pattern
terminating and beginning, respectively, at the left end (arrow) of the line indicated. The dark spots
are drawn larger than to scale to be made visible. The dark line (inferred to be gust front edge)
connected to southern dark spot is drawn roughly to scale.
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recorded estimate. No cloud top which could be measured later by
careful photogrammetry exceeded about 3.2 km. Fig. 4 suggests that
(	 cumuli would have to be strongly dynamically forced and/or the sounding
altered in their vicinity to attain top heights of 3-4 km around noon
(Fig. 4a) and 2.4 km arour..-d midafternoon (Fig. 4b).
The actual funnels are hard to see on the photographs (Fig. 6) but
the circular dark spots on the water are clearly visible. There were
two distinct dark spots associated with the northern waterspout (the one
photographed by aircraft scientist Grossman) and possibly more with the
southern more distant waterspout which was detected during our film
analysis. The funnels measured 25-30 m across; t ► .-ck dark spots had
diameters of about 150-200 m. According to Golden (1974, loc. cit.),
the dark spots appear at the earliest detectable stage of waterspout
development. A dark spot may or may not become associated with a
downward developing funnel.
The most important feature relevant to the theory is noted on
Fig. 6 where the dark spot related to the southern funnel appears at the
end of a dark line on the water, to the south of which occasional
whitecaps could be seen; these were also noted by Ci he aircraft observer
on the UK-C130 aircraft. In both waterspout c6t6a, a shower can be seen
further away from the aircraft in the background. The evidence is
therefore, substantial that these waterspouts were collocated with
outflow boundaries from showering cumuli.
b. The maintenance of the cloud line by the ocean temperature
gradients
The persistence of the cloud line for more than 9 hours in the same
position together with the strange appearance of the sea surface noted
20
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Flit. 6a. Print from right aide-looking '6 taw so y te film showing north waterspout funnel (black arrow) )us:
begtnntng and two sea surface dark spots (white artows). Time 121 tt1 GFIT plus ahmtt ) arc. Ce" ra alp-d
toward 12' rant of North.
rill. 6h. Print from hand held 15 mm c+mere (slide) b y aircraft scientlat Ur. Robert Groa+Tan.	 Camera aimed
toward northeast.	 Arrow notation same as a. Time 120 1 GMT plum about O err.
Fig. 6. Photographs Crum Electra Aircraft
	 ATE Day 186.
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Fig. hr. Print from left side-lookins I^- min onvte file shoving south waterspout funnel ( black arri,ws), n urtace
darkapnt (ohnrt white arrows) and edge of gust front (laraer wl.tte arrows). Time 1201 GMT; camera
aimed toward II* west of South.
Flit. hd. Print from left aide-lo-,kina camera at 1446 GMT (second butterfly), camera mimed toward northeast,
shoving that cloud layer shear is from about southwest. This cloud's top to at about 3.2 ke, typical
of the inctrAnin k
 muppresmion with time.
Fig. 6. Photographs from Electra Aircraft on GATE Day 186.
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on the film and by all aircraft observers suggested that ocean structure
may have been responsible for its sustenance. The western portions of
the butterfly patterns had virtually clear skies, weak surface winds and
strange smooth streaks, wavy patterns and blobs on the sea surface
reminiscent of the upwelling eddy patterns often noted in strong tidal
currents and at the edge of the Gulf Stream.
The sea surface temperatures (SST's) as measured by PRT-5
radiometers on the Electra and UK-C130 aircraft were carefully examined,
before and after correction for the effects of water vapor below the
aircraft. On both aircraft records, an SST gradient of 0.5-1.0°C was
found concentrated in a band less than 20 km wide extending apparently
continuously for more than 170 km in a northeast-southwest direction.
The real gradient across the band was probably stronger since the water
vapor intervening between aircraft and surface reduces gradients as well
as absolute values of remotely detected SST's (Brown and Evans, 1982).
The Electra was at 160 m elevation when passing the waterspouts (it flew
at 30-90 m later) and the C130 was at 300 m, just below cloud base. The
graphically est-imated corrections were 0.3C and 0.5C, respectively. The
SST's plotted on Fig. 5 are the Electra corrected values. The C130
corrected values give an absolute value of SST about 0.5C higher,
although gradients corresponded almost perfectly. The higher values are
more consistent with the soundings in Fig. 4a and the cloud structure.
The cloud line was located over the region of strongest SST
gradient, not over the warmest water. If we use the C130 SST's, the sea
surface temperature was 0.4-0.5C warmer than the lowest air on the east
side of the cloud line, with the sea-air temperature difference
decreasing to zero or slightly negative as the suppressed region west of
23
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the cloud line was reached3 . The surface air temperature in Fig. 4a
was estimated from the lowest point on the Electra sounding at 100 m. by
using a dry adiabatic lapse rate down to the sea level pressure as
determined at the QUADRA.
It is not known for certain that the approximate alignment of the
sea surface isotherms with the wind shear vector in the cloud layer was
fortuituous. In any case, the coincidence should have strengthened the
cloud line, since orientation along the shear vector is generally
favored (Malkus and Riehl, 1964). However, the primary forcing of the
cloud line and the reason for its being anchored on the SST gradient is
hypothesized to be wind convergence related to a sea-breeze type
circulation produced by the horizontal temperature gradient. Malkus
(1957) showed that SST gradients of this magnitude or less are often
associated with cumulus groups in the western tropical Atlantic; she
estimated the magnitude of the "seabreeze" circulation using "equivalent
mountain" theory.
To pursue this idea the low level windfield is examined next.
C. The low-level windfield
The Electra air^raft data were obtained in the form of both
1-minute and 1-second averages. Winds were plotted for all three
butterfly patterns (the last incomplete) and examined for side-slip
bias, which appeared to be negligible. A substantial wind shift
occurred every time the aircraft crossed the cloud line. Winds were
from easterly on the east side shifting to northerly on the west side.
I
r
3Both SST's and low-level air temperatures increased slightly
toward the south, the data suggest 0.5-1.00 increase from C 2 southward
to the QUADRA.
j
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The shear vorticity was cyclonic with convergence obvious; the wind
shift occurred exactly at the waterspout location as seen in Fig. 5.
a
The amazing finding occurred when the 1-second winds were examined.
The windshift took place virtually entirely between consecutive 1-second
values, namely it was confined to an interval of about 100 m in the
horizontal! An attempt was made to estimate both rectangular components
of the convergence and the vorticity. This procedure can have pitfalls
but the results regarded on a "what if" basis are thought-provoking.
The convergence and vorticity (at 160 m elevation) jumped to
1-second peaks of 2x10 -2s-1 and 7x10-3s-1
respectively, nearest to the waterspout location! When the aircraft
a
n
repeats the same path 1 hour and 38 minutes later, the estimated
convergence is still about the same, although the cloud tops are lower,
waterspouts are not observed and showers are no longer seen on the film.
If these estimates are even approximately valid, the implication is that
the forcing by sea temperature gradient and low-level air convergence i
w
remained fairly constant while the convective response of the atmosphere 	 G
weakened because of the stabilization and drying (Fig. 4b).
The most important finding, however, is the concentration of
convergence on the PBL eddy scale - essentially the funnel scale - and
what this concentration may mean for vortex development. The
concentration of the convergence, regardless of the question regarding
magnitude, is almost surely outside the errors of the aircraft
instrumentation, particularly since it was encountered each time the
aircraft crossed the cloudline and at no other places in the flight
pattern.
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Supporting evidence was found in the 1-second data from the UK
C130. At 300 m, the windshift located above the warm edge of the SST
gradient was in the same sense but much less pronounced than that
observed by the lower aircraft, owing in considerable part to the
stronger winds at cloud base (about 4 m s-1 versus 1-2 m s-1
at the lower level) in the crucial region near the waterspout location.
However, the estimated convergence in the 100 m horizontal interval of
the windshift was roughly half as great at cloud base as that estimated
from the Electra winds at 160 m. This upward decrease of convergence is
consistent with theories and observations of tropical seabreezes
(Malkus, 1957) and less consistent with an alternative hypothesis that
the clouds themselves caused the convergence below them..
d. Vortex growth hypothesis considered with day 186 evidence
On day 186, there may have been one more ingredient present to spin
up a funnel-scale vortex than those we hypothesized for day 261. As
postulated for day 261, there were cool outflows from showering clouds;
whose boundaries evidently were collocated with the dark spots on the
water. The postulate regarding tilting could equally well apply - and
is equally untestable with the existing data. However, on day 186, the
waterspouts formed in a concentrated convergence band whose magnitude
may have been as great as 2x10 -2s- 1 on the 100 m scale.
Hence, we will apply equation (3) under the following conditions:
Tilting term	 0.2x10"3s-2 (constant)
Convergence
	
a	 2x10-2s-1 (constant) from obs
Initial vorticity (^o )	 5x10-3s-1 from obs.
The dashed-dotted curve in Fig. 1 gives the result. The vortex growth
rate is more than tripled by the superimposition of the doubled
26
convergence; this model vortex would spin at V 0 • 22.7 m s' 1
 at
4 min, thereby casting up a spray ring.
:,),7
6. Conclusions, questions raised and recommendations
The evidence from GATE day 186 appears strongly supportive of a key
portion of the hypothesis advanced in the Appendix regarding waterspout
initiation. It is not inconsistent with the remainder. Day 186 data,
particularly Fig. 6, shows a waterspout located at an outflow boundary, in
support of the postulate that convective outflows can play a crucial role
in their generation..
Different originating mechanisms appeared to provide the key
ingredients on the two days. On day 261, the hypothesis was that the
tilting by and convergence in the gust front outflow from a nearby
cumulonimbus initiated the low-level funnel scale whirl. On day 186,
which was much more suppressed, it appeared that a concentrated
seabreeze-like convergence related to an ocean temperature gradient both
sustained the cumuli, and superimposed itself on two outflow boundaries,
so that two waterspouts appeared simultaneously, one on either side of the
observing aircraft.
The role of the sea-breeze like convergence associated with strong
SST gradients raises fascinating questions in connection with waterspouts.
GATE oceanographers found similar ocean fronts on numerous occasions4.
Woods y
 hypothesizes that they may originate by interaction between
rainwater puddles with nocturnal convection and mesoscale jet streaks in
the thermocline. In the waters off the Florida Keys and the Bahamas,
surface temperature gradients are well known and pronounced. Golden
4Personal communications from Feodor Ostapoff and John Woods.
5 In a paper to be presented at the IUGG Conference at Hamburg,
FRG in August 1983.
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(1974 0 Fig. 7) noted preferred locations for waterspout formation
associated with surface warm spots.
A most interesting question raised by t%e day 186 study concerns the
spectacular concentration of the atmospheric convergence (^1100 m) in
comparison to the app reutly much more spread out SST gradient (about
10-20 km). A high resolution version of a model such as that of Pielke
(1974) could be used to investigate this interesting aspect of sea-air
interaction. Also, a small research vessel equipped with water
temperature thermistors and atmospheric boundary layer sounders similar to
those used by Emmitt (1978) in GATE could inexpensively document
relationships between SST's, low-level windfields, cumuli and possibly
waterspouts in the Florida Keys.
Meanwhile, we hope to investigate the remainder of the GATE
waterspouts in Table 1 with whatever data there are available and also to
pursue further studies of the connective mechanism between the small
surface whirls and the rotating cumulus cloud above.
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APPEND"I X
Cumulus Rotation: Model and Observations
of a Waterspout-bearing Cloud System
J. Simpson
1 introduction, Motivation, and Background Research
Intense cumulus rotation ha been found to precede severe
tornadic storms. Substantial au ances in documenting and under-
standing precursor conditions for destructive tornadic vortices
have been made using Doppler radar observations. A typical
tornado-associated "mesocyclone" has a diameter of 5-10 km, tan-
gential wind velocities 15-25 ma-' and vorticities in the neigh-
borhood of 10- 2 s-1. Only about 60 percent of these strong meso-
cyclones produce funnels, however, suggesting that a special
juxtaposition of a number of conditions is required.
Waterspouts appear to be similar, less intense atmospheric
vortices, more accessible to measurement. This paper addressed
the conditions required to produce a waterspout, using a three"
dimensional cumulus model and observations made on a well"
documented day (261) of the GATE 1 experiment of the Global
Atmospheric Research Program. Primary emphasis is placed on the
simulated development of cumulus-scale rotation. Second and more
speculative emphasis is addressed to possible dynamic connections
betwee:,; the mesoscale rotation at intermediate cloud heights and
the concentrated vortex funnel observed below cloud base.
Numerical model results (SCHLESINGER, 19781 and observations
(HEYMSFIELD, 1981) show that rotation, usually in a cyclonic and
anticyclonic vortex pair are the Pule rather than the exception
in cumuli growing in a windfield which varies with height. In
particular, BLECHMAN's (1981) application of SCHLESINGER'S model,
with no initial wind perturbation, shows mesovortex strength
increases non-linearly with shear magnitude--rapidly at first and
then levelling out at vorticity of about 10- 2 s- 1 when shear
magnitudes reach about 1.5 x 10- 3 5ec- 1 (in the layer 1-4 km with
the same statically unstable thermodynamic sounding used by
SCHLESINGER).
Two studies of the cumuli on day 261 of GATE have been per-
formed with the same model using a precipitation scheme modi-
fied for tropical clouds. SIMPSON and VAN HELVOIRT (1980) simu-
lated both the observed cumulonimbus and the cumulus congestus
to investigate downdrafts, gust fronts and their impacts on the
surface layer. The dependence of mesovortices on shear and their
relation to organized entrainment was explored in further con-
gestun model studies by SIMPSON, VAN HELVOIRT, and MCCUMBER
(1981). The finding of mesovortices in all the model clouds,
1GATE stands for GARP Atlantic Trcpical Experiment
Topics in Atmospheric and Oceanographic Sciences
Intense Atmospheric Vortices, ed. by Bengtsson/Lighthill
0 Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 1982
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combined with recollection of an observed waterspout on GATE" day
261 (one of two recorded on all 60 days of that field program)
led to this effort to illuminate the combination of processes
required.
2 Key Aspects of the Observations
The oceanic clouds and their surroundings in the study area
on GATE day 261 were observed by five instrumented aircraft fly-
ing vertically stacked in a box pattern 150 km on a side, The
northeast corner of the box, located at 10 ON lat., 21OW long.
contained a developing cumulonimbus system, which intensified
while propagating slowly southwestward. Three of the GATE re-
search ships were located just outside the box to the west and
south, providing radar data, wind profiles (Fig. 2,11. thermo-
dynamic soundings (Fig. 2.21 and boundary layer measurements,
Fig. 2.1. Hodograph of ob-
served wind profile near
waterspout cloud on GATE day
261. Wind at any level is
vector from center to level's
imacs point
Fig. 2.3 shows the northeast corner of A detAtled photogram-
metric cloud map constructed from the aircraft films. Components
of this map appear in extensive analyses of convection on tris
day (WARNER et al. 19791 1980). The cloud heights (km) and
locations agreed extremely well in comparison with both radar
and satellite data.
The waterspout (Fig. 2.4) was captured on the side-looking
cine camera of an Electra aircraft flying southward at 540 m
elevation. The funnel was directly under the eastern edge of
a congestus at the upshear end of a line flanking the cumulonim-
bus in Fig, 2.3. Restricted visibility prevented observation of
the direction of funnel rotation. The congestus tower appeared
stalled at about 7.8 km, as measured by a higher level aircraft
(at 6.5 km elevation) just 2 min 50 sec before the funnel was
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N^	 Fiq. 2.2. Thermodynamic sounding at Ship QUADPA
tyA	 near cloud system at 1200 GKr day 261 plotted
on tephigram. Solid line temperatures. Dashed
t^{	 or dotted dewpoint temperatures
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+	 F" that C-130 (at 6.5 km) aircraft was at a
location. Two digit numbers cloud heights
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(SATE DAY 261
WATIN11POUT
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Pig, 2.4. photogrnmmatrically constructed outline of watermpout from mine
111u1 qii ilaetra aircrnft flying southward tit 540 tit ol,eva,tion. Watermpout
(11mat er about 50 111
soon directly west of tho Electra. The lower congastus towers
at the upshaar (nort:harly) end had a "boiling" appearance on
the film, suggesting a more rapid rise rate than shown by mem-^
bars of the many conhnstus linos not associated with ca cumulonim-
bus.
Typical significant features of the LATH cloud environment
are 1) the stable dry lower cloud layer, which caused the
rapid upward erosion of cumulus basal, and 2) the strong
northerly wind phony botwoon 0,0 and 4 km elevation (magnitude
about- 2,0 x 10" s" ) which was previously shown to be essential
for the mosovortax existence and orientation (SIMPSON at Al.
19 01).
Statistics on GA1 % rumulusupdrafts (UMONt and ZIPSER, 1900)
reveal. a sufficiont condition for the rarity of waterspouts.
Only 12 percent of the GATT: updraft core Sample exceeded
5 m s" , while Florida samples show updrafts more than a factor
of two granter in the same percentile. bay 261 cumuli were
active for GAT131 both observations and models showed cores of
about 6 tit s-1 in the nctivestage of both typical congestus and
cumulonimbus. Thorefore it is likely that pthe flow force is
ordinaril too weak. The groan flow force L'' i s defined (MORTON,
1969) as y (nw2 + p) dS whore w is updraft speed, p is dynamic
pronsure and S is any surface on a circumscribing circuit. A
buoyant term must also be incorporated for warm flows.
A main hypothesis is that the alteration of the nmbient
tharmodynamic sounding by the cumulonimbus in Fig. 2,3 shown by
the x "s in Fig. 2.2 enabled the nearby congestus to develop an
updrn9t strong anough to provide the neoessnry funnalraustaini.ng
flow force, although this condition in not regarded as sufficient,
lu
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3	 Modal Claud in the Modif ind Iraivironinant
The modified ViArbioll, of scuuSINGSWS 3-dimansionnI cloud
modal was run witii t-iie x i ed sounding in rig. 2.2 and the same
initial cylindrical perharbation unad in the other congastus
cases of SIMPSON at owl. (1981) . wigs, 3.1 and 3.2 allow progilan
of the iuVigorated Modal Cloud. Tho urdre► fl. peak (NIO it a-) in
stronger titian dint of altilar t1lo congenti or cumulonimbi itiodalled
with tho Ulunodified, sounding (SIMPSON and V^N 11BLVOIRT, 190(1) .
The modal tower top asconda at about 4 ill a- in agroamant: with
observed relationships.
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In Fig. 3.1, if updraft Velocity contours had been drawn at
25 cm s- instead of 2 m s' , the updraft extension to cloud
base on the southeast side (sear, downshear flank) would have
been apparent, Examination of the flow field relative to the
cloud shows that its upper portions , act as an obstacle toward
relative flow from the north and east, while near cloud base
the cloud acts as an obstacle to relative `low from southwest.
Air is flowing into the downdraft (from the southwest) around
the 2 km level, while it is entering the updraft (from both north
and south) in the 3-4 km layer. By the time of Fig. 3.2 (8 min
later) the updraft core has weakened to about 3 m s' 1 and no
longer has a downward connection to cloud base in the model.
The lower portion of the motel cloud is dominated by downdraft,
with a core speed of 6 m s - at cloud base, which has eroded
upward to about 1.2 km.
	 '
In the model cloud, precipitation reaching the surface begins
at 20 minutes and terminates by 32 minutes, Rainfall is entirely
confined to the northern half of the cloud and has shrunk to a
tiny area at y=18 km by 24 minutes. On the aircraft film, no
rain is seen falling from the base of the waterspout-producing
cloud, although there are showers from the clouds to the south.
of it.
While the core updraft is only increased by onerthi.rd owing
to the sounding modification, the flow force term containing the
updraft is increased by 78 percent since it depends on the
velocity squared.
The other postulated ingredients for waterspouts are examined
next, before estimating the funnel time relative to the model
cloud.
Cumulus Scale Rotation Related to Cloud Properties
Fig. 4.1 shows the vertical components of vorticity in the
model cloud, as a function of time, at the level of strpgejt
vorticities, namely 3.6 km. The peak value of 80 x 10
	 s" is
in the range of mid latitude mesocyclones and two-thirds of the
peak obtained by SCHLESINGER (1478) applying the model to mid-
western severe storm conditions. A horizontal slice -through the
model cloud at 24 min (Fig. 4.2) shows the vortex pair at 3.6 km.
All flow vectors are relative to the cloud motion, defined as
the horizontal velocity of-the center of gravity of the liquid
water. The updraft core is split at this level with meso-
anticyclone at the edge of the eastern (strongerl core and the
mesocyclone collocated with the western (weaker) core, The
meso-anticyclone tilts toward the south with height, but is
continuous from cloud base to 6,8 km7 the mesocyclone 4s, con-
tinuous from 2 - 6.8 km, leaning more strongly to southeast,
Both vorticity centers are within or at the edge of updraft
from 2 - 6.8 km and one grid interval (1.2 kml or less away
from updraft at cloud base. This is important because the
funnel must be able to connect to the flow force (the rapidly
rising tower). The vortex pair is strongest and most vertical
in the layer 2 - 5.2 km, which is the layer of strong vertical
windshear. It should be emphasized that the level of organiza
tion of vorticity in the cloud vortices reaches a maximum near
the top of the shear layer extending from 0.8 to 4 km and then
}
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GATE DAY 261
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Fig, 4.1.. Model cloud parameters as functions of time, Peak vertical
velocities solid lines, Peak vorticities at the 3,6 km elevation (x 1(1"4
s- 1) dashed lines. Cloud top in km denoted by triangle
W-REL RUN 1-A z S lee KM T = 24.19 MIN SCALE = 6.41
L@Wd:
Liquid cloud
Updre" Coro
Downdmft
LWCuAx = 3.5 9m m-1
©S msx - 40 x 104 sec-1
0 S msx = -60 X 104 ssc-1
110	 3.e	 7.2	 10.6	 14.4	 19.0	 21.6	 25.2	 28.9	 32.4
X (KM)
Fig. 4.2. Cloud-relative airflow at the 3.6 km elevation in active growth
stage at 24 min. Longest arrow denotes relative velocity 6.44 m s^ 1 . C
denotes center cyclonic mesovortex, A denotes center anticyclonic mesa
vortex. Plus signs show cores of split updraft (w>4 m s-l)i dashed lines
containing minus signs denote downdrafts greater than 1 m s al , Hatched
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falls again as a consequence of diffusion without strong organi-
zation. The strong vortex layer also happens to coincide with
the region of upward increasing updraft.
A horizontal slice through the cloud at 3.6 km, 8 minutes
later than Fig, 4.2 (not reproduced) shows the cyclonic
vorticity is stronger and the anticyclonic vorticitv , i,s about
the same as previously, but the mesocyclone is within strong
downdraft, while the meso-anticyclone is at the eastern edge of
the downdraft, which now fills the model cloud up to 5 km
(rig. 3.2). Both vortices have little tilt at this time. The
mesr,- gnt-icyclone is in updraft at 5.2 km. The mesocyclone is
within updraft at 6.8 km, but within downdraft at levels below.
At this time (32 min), the cloud tower has reached its maxi-
mum elevation, but has not yet started to descend. GOLDEN (19.74)
has observed waterspout funnels for a few minutes within obvious
(precipitating) downdrafts. The mesocyclone peaks later and
keeps extending further downward until after 40 minutes model
time (Fig. 4.3). At the time of Fig. 4,3 (41 min) the cloud
tower has just started its descent as the cyclonic vorticity
peaks (Fig. 4.1). The mesocyclone is essentially vertical and
is within weak updraft (1-2 m see- 1) from cloud base level up
to 5.2 km.
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Fig. 4.3. Vorticity isopleths superimposed on cloud-relative, airflow at
2 km elevation at 40.97 min model time, Longest vector is 5.42 m s-1
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A detailed examination of tile terms ill the equation for the
vertical component of vorticity shows that the vortex pair In
initiated by tit* tilting term. Tile vortices Are intensified by
the stretching or convergence term and advacted vertically,
upward At firstAnd later down to cloud base As downdrAft domi-
nnto$ tile cloud incransillulT after 32 minutes of model time,
Tile doWndrAf	 at Also scots to otansify the vorticity by stratching,
Tim factors are soon opposinq a deeper, stronger, And leas
slAntea vortex pair, Tile first I Is the rapid change In shear
vector direction with height at 41,0 kin, preventing the, tilting
term from helpiliq the vortex pair develop At those.
Second, tile stabler lower cloud layer typical of tile GATE area
causes the earlyappearancesof downdraft in the lower cloud
portions in both modelled and observed clouds, This causes the
tilting tartil to oppose the vortex At low levels After A short
time. Tit the Plarida Kays, the lower cloud layer in more
unstoble # perhaps helping to account for more common and more
intense watarapouts under similar or weaker wiudshoar conditions,
in the midwant, a very unstablo lower cloud layer In coupled
with shear, which only slowly N?eers in middle And upper levels
providing the very strong mcaraayrlonras found by Doppler radar.
5 flypothosixed Vqctorn AoInted to ninnal Production
vlorida waterspouts have monsured o1ro-mlaLion velocities of
4-35 tit a-1 With diameters rawlinq from 7 - 150 tit (GOLD11.1N, 
4.
^974
nSellwiow, 1901) . Funnel vorliloitiam are ill the rall4e 10- 84
or gronter.Highest vorticities round in widwastarn maso-
cyclones are of the ordar 10- 2 a-, while tile litaxillium in the
model cloud was slightly less. The gunnel oil GTI^A day 261
mans"rod about 50 tit Across so that even if its peripheral
velocities were only 4-5 tit B-1, An order of mAgniLuda larger
vortical vorticity I,% still required than oboervad or 1110dalled
in cumulus-avalo litasovort-lceu.
There area no adaqunto mechanisms for apinnAnq up a vertical
component of vorticity of the order 10 -1 sac-1 in the lifetime
of A cumulus conclesstua cloud. Net must, therefore, hypothesIza
that strong boriviontAl vortex tubes in the lowoot boundary layer
area 	 tilted into t	 e	 tnho vrtil. In neutral stability
conditions over the oceallu the loqArlthlilia Willa prorily pro-
vailn, with -ibeztr vorticity (in tfie horizon?l) of 10- a-1 or
greater below About 10 tit olavation And I s- or greater below
about I tit elevation. Adoquato vorticity in clearly Available,
Oil My 261, the boundary layer vorticity i ll Associated w.ttil
southerly flow illexonaing upward no that the vorticity vector
points rotiqhly wet,%twnrd.
Tile propoued tiltinq meohAninm In the goat front from tho
neighboring	 Viq. 5.1, shows the lowest mmlal level
of then 	 diticussad in all earlier paper (SMSON And
VAN 11BLV011V,11 , 1900). T110 WAt-MAj)o1.1t an the diagram in loqAtod
by the observed distntive botwoon the Waterspout And the otlmu-
lonimb"s tower top, This ontlilinton the waterspout location in
tilt convorqatica zone And 0 1.,, front Associated with the model
oust front.
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Fiq. 5.1. Conditions below model cumulonimbus AA shown in Fig, 2,3 (further
analyses in SIMPSON and VAN HELVOIRT, 1980), at mature. stage. X-axis, points
east; Y-axis poin s north. Cloud relative airflow shown by vectors,
largest 9.93 1m s	 T denotes where observed cumulonimbus tower was
located relative to observed waterspout location
The gust front is a wedge of cold dense air moving very
slowly toward the waterspout location from about northwest, it
can be envisaged as tipping bundles of the westward pointing
vortex tubes upward into a vertical orientation so that the
circulation around a tilted bundle is cyclonic (Fig, 5.21.
GATE gust fronts on day 261 have been discussed by WARNER et a1,
(1981). Many (but not all) Florida waterspouts are observed on
the upshear end of a congestus line flanking a cumulonimbus as
in this case (GOLDEN , 1974),
The combination of the direction of boundary layer vorticity
with the gust front location and motion appears to decide in
favor of cyclonic rotation for the waterspout analyzed here,
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CLOUD IS WAY UP ABOVE
LOWEST 10M
SLOWLY
MOVING SOUTHOBSTACLE WIND INCREASING UPWARD
Qx	 HOR. VORTICITY
10- 1 S&C-t
VORTEX TUBES
OCEAN SURFACE
GUSTWEST FRONT EAST
Fig. 5.2 1 Hypothesized upward tilting of vortex tubes in lowest boundary
layer by gust front associated with cumulonimbus AA, Low-level vorticity
associated with rapid upward increase of southerly wind just above ocean
surface. Resulting cyclonic whirling postulated to connect with meso-
cyclone at cloud base producing visible funnel by rapid condensation
Other evidence favoring this hypothesis is that the waterspout,
bearing cloud had "topped out" nearly 3 minutes prior to sight-
ing the waterspout. Midwestern tornadoes are also found usually
when the cloud tower is descending and when the mesocyclone has
reached down to cloud base,
The above reasoning leads to estimating the time of the
waterspout occurrence somewhere between 30-40 minutes cloud model
time (see Fig. 4.1). An apparent problem is the weakened flow
force and deep downdraft layer in the model cloud at 32 mint by
40 min the vertical velocity component of the flow is weaker
still in the model cloud, although the mesocyclone is nearly
vertical and in weak updraft up to 5.2 km. The difficulty here
could be with the model, which was initiated with a non-
repeating perturbation. Frequently, in real clouds a second
thermal follows the first, or one may originate at mid-levels.
It is also possible that the congestus just east of the watery.
spout rising through 4.9 km in Fig. 2.3 was providing some of
the upward flow force at this time,
If the event sequence postulated here is on the right track,
it becomes clearer why the dark spot is seen on the water first
below the rotating cloud and the funnel is the last part of the
system to appear. If the strong vorticity in the lowest 10 m
or so is critical, intense whirling at the surface should appear
before the funnel.
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6 Concluding Remarks, Remaining Vital Questions And Recom
amen actions or Further or
it is concluded that most cumulus clouds in a shearing wind-
field will develop mesovortex pairs, hence areas of rotation,
and that existing three-dimensional cumulus models are adequate
to provide useful frameworks for synthesizing existing observa-
tions and for suggesting future observations, Improvements in
the model ranging from microphysics, finer space resolution and
different methods of initiation can make the simulations inT
creasingly useful, in examining important questions related to
mesovortex evolution.
Many factors must coincide in space and time for an adequate
mesovortex to exist at cloud base, connected upward to a con-
vective flow force and downward to a suddenly tilted bundle of
vortex tubes in the lower boundary layer. For the waterspout
on GATE day 261, it seems that the nearby cumulonimbus was
essential in two ways, first to strengthen the flow force and
the mesocyclone via intensified updraft, and second to provide
a steep density current (gust front) at just the time and
place where the mesocyclone had reached cloud base. With the
short active lifetime of GATE clouds relative to those in the
Florida area, owing to the more stable lower cloud layer, it
is not surprising that the "window" for coincidence of the
necessary factors is short, and so waterspouts are quite rare
in the GATE area,
A cloud which has a longer active lifetime of its updraft
could use its own gust front to "scoop up" surface vorticity.
This must be the case with those isolated waterspout-bearing
cumuli off the Florida Keys; evidence (LEMON and DOSWELL, 1979)
is similar for tornadic storms where updrafts and downdrafts
may coexist side-by-side.
Major questions not addressed in this paper are 1). how the
"scooped up" vortex tube bundle suddenly connects upward with
the mesocyclone (and thence the flow force) which must involve
pressure forces, and 2) what factors determine the scale of the
funnel. These problems are probably better addressed in labora-
tory experiments, theoretical analyses and model simulations
(e.g., SMITH and LESLIE, 1979).
Further observations are, however, required of waterspout-
bearing cumulus clouds. The highest frequency in an accessible
area is undoubtedly the Florida Keys where GOLDEN'S and
SCHWIESOW'S find work should be followed up with the improved
measuring systems now available. In particular, the in-cloud
motion field needs to be measured as a function of time to
relate updraft/downdraft structure to rotation. Fortunately,
maritime cumuli in the Floirda area usually have plentiful
precipitation particles inside them by the time they have
grown to 3-4 km elevation so that Doppler radar could be used,
which would be particularly valuable if airborne and so enabled
to "chase" clouds.
A lower-flying aircraft carrying the Doppler lidar effectively
used by SCHWIESOW (1961) could relate the waterspout properties
to the associated cloud mesovortices above. Ambient wind and
thermodynamic profiles might be obtained by aircraft drop-
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windsondes or boundary layer profiling systems as in the GATE.
If resources were very limited, winds obtained by a network of
pilot balloon releases together with time-lapse camera sites
could provide the minimum additional essential information.
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